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Abstract:
The Coronavirus pandemic and therefore the ensuing 
lockdown has forced schools and colleges across India to 
temporarily shut and this unprecedented move had creat-
ed an  enormous gap within the education bodies despite 
the central and government doing their best to support 
for e-learning and online education.

Globally, the Indian Education sector is amongst the larg-
est, with an extensive network of more than 1.4 million 
schools and 993 Universities, 39931 Colleges, and 10725 
Stand Alone Institutions listed on the AISHE web portal.

• Educational institutions (schools, colleges, and uni-
versities) in India are currently based only on tradi-
tional methods of learning, that is, they follow the 
traditional set up of face-to-face  lectures in a class-
room.

• Although many academic units have also started 
blended learning, still a lot of them are stuck with 
old procedures.

As the Indian education system was mostly based on the 
offline system and classes.Most of the primary and sec-
ondary schooling sector was all based on offline educa-
tion system has to opt the online classes for empower-
ing the education and for the benefits of the students. 
Many schools within the country have switched to online 
classes due to the lockdown, but one in four students is 
unable to attach because they don’t have a laptop, d e s k -
top, or tablet, consistent with a survey by economic times

 Effect of coronavirus on education system:

• Data

• Most governments around the world have temporarily 
closed All educational bodies to contain the spread of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. These worldwide closures are 
impacting over 72% to 90% of the world’s student pop-
ulation. Some other countries have applied localized clo-

sures impacting many additional learners. This data from 
UNESCO shows total affected learners from preprimary, 
primary, secondary, and tertiary schools

 Problem faced by Indian education system in lockdown:

• Internet Connectivity

• Computer/Laptop/Smartphones

• Power Supply
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